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A grammar  G is left universal (universal) for a family of languages Y and 
finite alphabet 27 with respect o a family of languages 5¢ 1 , if ~ restricted to 
subsets of 27* is the family of subsets of 27* obtained by using members  of ~1 to 
control left-to-r ight derivations (unrestricted derivations) of G; if ~ is the family 
of regular sets, G is called s imply  left universal or universal for oL -a and Z. There 
is no context-sensit ive grammar  universal for the class of context-sensit ive 
languages even over a one-letter alphabet. There is a context-free grammar  which 
is left universal for the class of recursively enumerable languages with respect 
to the family of l inear context-free languages. There  is a linear context-free 
grammar  which is universal and left universal for the family of linear context- 
free languages. I f  G is a nontrivial left-derivation-bounded context-free gram- 
mar,  then for each finite alphabet 27 there is a left-derivat ion-bounded context- 
free grammar  which is left universal for ~(G)  and 27, where ~(G)  is the family 
of languages generated by interpretations of G as a context-free grammar  form. 
Kasai (1975) showed that for each finite alphabet Z there exists a context-free 
grammar G such that every context-free language L C Z* can be expressed as 
the set of strings over Z* derivable by left-to-right derivations of G controlled 
by members of a regular set C (L(G, C) in Definition 1 below); let us call such 
a grammar left universal. Rozenberg (1977) gave a similar result for Type-0 
grammars, recursively enumerable languages, and unrestricted erivations and 
conjectured that no such universal context-sensitive grammar could exist. 
(An analogous result was independently proved by Hart (1976).) Here we verify 
this conjecture, using the result of Seiferas (1977) that space-bounded acceptors 
for context-sensitive languages require arbitrarily many auxiliary symbols to 
accept all one-letter context-sensitive languages. We make some further emarks 
about the general concept of universal grammars relative to classes of languages. 
We show that there is a context-free grammar left universal for the family of 
recursively enumerable languages relative to the family of linear context-free 
grammars. We conclude by exhibiting a large class of context-free families 
possessing left universal grammars and posing some open questions on this 
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subject. For background information on formal languages and grammars, 
the reader is referred to Ginsburg (1966) and Salomaa (1973). 
First let us introduce the necessary definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a Type-0 grammar. 1 For a pro- 
duction p: u ~ v in P and x in K +, let p(x) = {zvy 1 x = zuy}, and Pleft(x) = 
{zvy Ix = zuy and z is in Z*}. We extend this notation inductively by letting 
pzr(x) = ~r(p(x)) and (p~r)left(x) = zrleft (pleft(x)), for a string zr of productions. 
For a language C _C P+, we let L(G, C) ~- Z* (~ [U~inc ~rieft(S)], Lu( G, C) = 
Z* (3 [U~inc 7r(S)], and L(G) ~ L(G, P+). 
and 
DEFINITION 2. For a class of grammars ~# and a class of languages ~q~, let 
CONTROL(f~, oW) = {L(G, C) I G in N, C in ~,f} 
UCONTROL(~, ~') = {Lu(G, C) [ G in ~, C in ~}.  
For a class of languages ~ and a finite alphabet Z, let ~z  = {L in ~q I L _C Z*}. 
Let REGL, CF, CS, and RE be the classes of regular, context-free, context- 
sensitive, and recursively enumerable languages, respectively. 
DEFINITION 3. Let G be a grammar with terminal vocabulary Z and let ~q 
and G°l be classes of languages. Then G is left universal (universal) for ~o and Z) 
with respect to ~ if CONTROL({G}, 4)  = @ (if UCONTROL({G}, ~1) = ~'z). 
I f  ~ l  = REGL, we simply call G left universal or universal for d¢ and 27. 
Thus, Kasai (1975) demonstrated that for each finite alphabet Z there is a 
context-free grammar which is left universal for CFz and Z, and Rozenberg 
(1977) gave a Type-0 grammar universal for RE and 27 for each Z. We now 
proceed to verify the conjecture of Rozenberg (1977) that there is a Z such that 
no context-sensitive grammar is universal for CS and Z. 
First let us define m-machines and the languages they accept in space n. 
DEFINITION 4. An m-machine M is a nondeterministic Turing machine with 
a two-way read-only input tape with endmarkers and one working tape with 
one read-write head restricted to m symbols, one of which is the blank symbol. 
Machine M accepts L within space n if M accepts only members of L and for 
each x inL, M has an accepting computation using at most Max(l, I x I) working 
tape squares. 2 Let NSPACEm(n) be the class of languages accepted within 
space n by m-machines. 
1 In grammar G = (V, Z, P, 8), V -- 2 is the set of nonterminals, Z is the set of 
terminals, S in V -- Z is the initial symbol, and P is the finite set of productions of the 
fo rmu~v,  uin V +-  Z +andvin  V*. 
For a string x, ] x [ is the length of x. 
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It is well known that CS --= U~ NSPACE~,(n). One consequence of Theorem 
U-2-N of Seiferas (1977) is the following. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Seiferas). For each m, there is a context-sensitive language 
L C_ {a}* which is not in NSPACE~(n). 
(In fact, Theorem U-2-N says that L cannot be accepted in space n by an 
m-machine allowed any finite number of read-write working tape heads.) 
We now observe that the existence of a context-sensitive grammar universal 
for CS and any nonempty Z would contradict this proposition. 
THEOREM 1. There is no context-sensitive grammar universal for CS and Z 
for any finite nonempty alphabet Z. 
Proof. I t  suffices to show that for any t-symbol context-sensitive grammar 
G and regular set C, L~(G, C) is in NSPACE~+a(n), for then if G were universal 
for G and Z, CS M would be contained in NSPACEz~+2(n). 3 
Let us outline the action of a (2t + 2)-machine M accepting L = L~(G, C) 
in space n. The working tape vocabulary of M consists of marked and unmarked 
versions of the symbols of G plus a marked and an unmarked blank. Part of the 
finite state control of M is considered to be a C-generator, which nondeter- 
ministically generates members of C, symbol by symbol, and knows when a 
complete word in C has been output. Words of size less than 2 can be treated 
in an ad hoc fashion. Let M have input w, ]w] /> 2. Initially, M marks off 
[ w I squares on its working tape, placing a marked S on the leftmost square and 
a marked blank on the rightmost square. At the start of a simulation phase, 
the C-generator outputs a ymbol p which names a rule u -+ v. Now M scans 
the working tape looking for u; if there is no occurrence of u, M blocks. Other- 
wise M nondeterministically selects u and overprints v. I f  ] u ] = I v [, the next 
simulation phase can start. I f  I v I > I u I, M must move (I v ] - -  I u L) symbols 
rightward in tile standard fashion. As usual, an attempt o move a nonblank 
symbol right of the rightmost marked square causes a block. Otherwise the 
action can be completed and the simulation resumed. Whenever the C-generator 
announces that it has generated a word in C, M can compare its working tape 
with w, accepting if they are the same. 
Thus, there can be no universal context-sensitive grammar for CS, even 
over a one-letter alphabet. Obviously there is a regular grammar which is uni- 
versal and left universal for CS and Z with respect o CS (namely, the grammar 
with production set {S -+ e} L; {S --~ aS, S --~ a ] a ~ Z}). However, is there any 
nontrivial expression of CS as UCONTROL({G}, ~)  ? 
8 For our present purposes, G = (V, Z, P, S) is context-sensitive f N does not appear 
on the right-hand side of any production of P and any production in P -- {S --~ e} is of 
the fo rmu-+vwi th lv l  ~> lul .  
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QUESTION 1. Is there any context-sensitive grammar universal or left uni- 
versal for CS and Z with respect o ~ in any nontrivial way ? 
As noted by Rozenberg (1977), there can be no Type-0 grammar left universal 
for RE and Z sinceL(G, C) is context-free for C regular. However, a construction 
similar to one in Greibach (1977) shows that there is a grammar G such that 
L(G) is regular but G is left universal for RE and Z with respect o the family 
of linear context-free languages. 
THEOREM 2. For each nonempty finite vocabulary Z, there is a context-free 
grammar G such that L(G) = Z*, but G is left universal for RE and Z with respect 
to the family of linear context-free languages. 
Pro@ Let 0, 1, W, and S be symbols not in Z, and let V = Z ~3 {0, 1, W}. 
Let $, ¢, ~, and c be new symbols and let/~ and h be homomorphisms such that 
/~ maps any symbol A in V into a new symbol A and h maps A into another new 
symbol A. The grammar G has terminal vocabulary Z and nonterminal voca- 
bulary h(V) u {S, ~}. Grammar G has a production S ~ e labeled $, and for 
each a in Z, a production S ~ aS labeled a, and for each A in V u {¢}, pro- 
productions S ~ S_/i labeled A and _d --+ e labeled -d.~ ClearlyL(G) = Z*, since 
nonterminals other than S generate only the empty string e. 
If L is RE, there is a Type-0 grammar Gi such that L(Gi) = L and G i has 
nonterminal vocabulary {0, 1, W} and start symbol W. Let the language L i 
consist of all and only strings of the form ~$~, where ~ = w~¢/~(wn_i) ~ .'- 
]l(Wl)~]~(W) g, ]~ = ~h(yl R) ~h(y2 R) "" ~h(yn R) ~, wnis in~*,  and for 1 ~< i ~< n, 
wi, Yi are in V* and y i~a  1 w~ (that is, wi is generated in one step in G i from yi). 5 
Standard arguments (cf. Greibach, 1977, pp. 61-63) show that L 1 is linear 
context-free and L = L(G1) ~ L(G, L1). | 
Theorem 2 suggest he following problem. 
QUESTION 2. Find families £¢ of context-free languages not containing all 
linear context-free languages and context-free grammars G left universal for 
RE with respect o ~.  
We can prove analogs of Kasai's theorem for various subclasses of context-free 
grammars. The following is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2. For each finite nonempty vocabulary Z, the linear context- 
free grammar with production set {S --+ e} k3 {S --~ aSb, S --+ aS, S ~ Sa, 
S -+ a I a, b in Z} is universal and left universal for the family of linear context- 
free languages and Z. 
4 We use e for the empty string. 
5 For a string w, w R is the reversal of w (i.e., w read backward). 
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We can extend this proposition to cover the left-derivation-bounded context- 
free languages of Walljasper (1974). 
DEFINITION 5. A context-free grammar G = (If, 22, P, S) is left-derivation- 
bounded with left derivation bound h if no string left-to-right derivable from 
5; contains more than h occurrences of nonterminals. A grammar G is nontrivial 
if L(G) is infinite. 
Our result will be easier to state using concepts from the theory of context- 
free grammar forms (Cremers and Ginsburg, 1975). 
DEFINITION 6. A complete interpretation of a context-free grammar 
G =(V ,  2J, P ,S )  is a grammar G ' : r (G)=(K ' ,Z ' ,P ' ,S ' ) ,  where ~- is a 
finite substitution on V* with r(V -- Z) CC V' -- Z', v(X) C_ (Z')*, S'  in ~-(S), 
~-(X) n ~-(Y) = z for X, Y in V --  X and X =/= I7, andP '  = {Z' --~ u' i there 
exists Z --~ u in P, with Z' in ~-(Z), u' ~ ~-(u)}. A grammar G" is an interpretation 
of G if it is a subgrammar of some complete interpretation of G. The grammatical 
family generated by G is 
N(G) = {HI H is an interpretation of G}. 
Let 
GO(G) = {L(H) [ H is in N(G)}. 
A complete interpretation G' = r(G) of G is simple if ~-(Y) = {Y} for each 
nonterminal I1, and very simple if also ~(a) = Z' u {e} for each a in Z. Let us 
use ~'z' for such a very simple interpretation. Let 
Ns(G) = {H i H is a complete simple interpretation of G}, 
and 
Nvs(G) = {HI H is a complete very simple interpretation of G}. 
Now GO(G)= CONTROL(f~(G), REG;) for any context-free grammar G 
(Greibach, 1977). Hence, if there is a grammar G o with GO(G0) = G°(G) = 
CONTROL(Nvs(Go), REGL), then for each nonempty finite vocabulary Z, 
-rz(Go) is left universal for ~°(G) and Z. We demonstrate the existence of G o 
for G nontrivial and left-derivation-bounded. 
The following technical definition will be useful. 
DEFINITION 7. A symbol Y in a context-free grammar G = (V, Z, P, S) 
is left self-embedding, abbreviated lse (right self-embedding, abbreviated rse) 
if Y generates uYv for terminal strings u and v, and u is nonempty (v is non- 
empty). Grammar G is very strongly partially self-embedding if: S does not appear 
on the right-hand side of any production; every nonterminal other than S 
is either lse or rse; for each nonterminal Y, P contains (Y--~ e}, P contains 
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{S -~ Y} for S @ Y; and if Y is lse (rse), P contains {Y --~ aY [ a in 2J} (P con- 
tains {Y--~ Ya] a in 2J}). 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a nontrival left-derivation-bounded context-free grammar 
with left derivation bound h. There is a nontrivial context-free grammar Go, 
left-derivation-bounded with left derivation bound k, such that o~z°(G) = ~z°(G0) = 
CONTROL(~fvs(Go) , REGL) and for each nonempty finite 27, ~-z(Go) is left 
universal for oW(G) and Z. 
Proof. There is a nontrivial context-free grammar G o = (V, 270, P, S) 
such that ~o~°(G) = ~/~(Go) , and G O is very strongly partially self-embedding 
and left-derivation-bounded with left derivation bound k (cf., Lemma 3.4 
of (Greibach, 1977)). Since G o is left-derivation-bounded, A°(G) = A°(G0) = 
CONTROL(f~(Go), REGL) = CONTROL(f~(Go) , REGL) (Proposition 2.13 of 
(Greibaeh, 1977)), so it remains to show thatL(r(G0) , C) is in CONTROL(.rz(Go) , 
REGL) for any simple complete interpretation • and regular set C with X the 
nonempty finite alphabet of z(Go). Let G 1 = 7~(G0). 
We describe a nondeterministic finite state transducer M such that 
L(T(Go) , C)=/ ) (G1 ,  M(C)). This suffices since REGL is closed under finite 
state transductions. Let t i = Max{] u [ ] Z -+ u is in r(Go)}, tz be the number of 
nonterminals in Go, and N = 2(t 1 + 2)(t 2 + 1). The state set of M is 
{<e)} L/{<ul, Y1 ..... ur, Y~, Ur+l) [ 1 ~< r ~ k, each ui in 27", Ys in g - -  27, 
[ us ] ~< N} with initial state <e, S, e) and sole final state <e). For a productionp 
in T(Go), let/~ be that production with terminals erased; ~ is a production of G i . 
For each nonterminal Y, G i contains a production [Y -~ e] and, for Y =/: S, 
[S -~ Y] and either [Y --~ aY] for all a in 2J or else [Y --+ Ya] for all a in 27. 
We describe a transition of M as (s, u, v, t), meaning that in state s reading 
input string u (which may be empty), M can transfer to state t and output string 
v. The basic idea of the construction is to use [Y -~ aY]- and [Y --~ Ya]-type 
productions to generate long strings of terminals which may appear in a pro- 
duction of z(G0) but not in the corresponding production of G i ; the very strongly 
partially self-embedding condition guarantees that this can always be done. 
A typical state of M is s = <u i , I11, u2 ,..., Y~', u~.+l)- In the transitions given 
below, transitions in (1) or (2) allow the strings u i or u S to be generated in G i 
for Yi lse or rse, respectively. Transitions in (3) handle productions of ~-(Go) 
which generate nonterminals. Transitions in (4) allow uivu ~ to be generated 
when a terminating production Y1-+ v, v in 27* appears in ~-(G0), Yi 4 = S. 
Finally, the transitions in (5) handle ad hoc rules, S --~ v, v in X*, of r(G0). 
(1) For a state s =<a i . . .a~,Y i ,us  ..... Y~,u~+i), n >~ 1, each a s 
in 27 and I11 lse, M has a transition 
(s, e, [Y,  ~ a, Yd "'" [Y,  ~ a , rd ,  <e, Y~, u~ ,..., Y , ,  u,+~>). 
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(2) For  a state s = (u 1 , Y1, at "'" an ,..., Y~, u~+l), n >~ 1, each ai in Z 
and Y1 rse (if r = 1, then s = (u t ,  Y1, al  "'" an)),  M has a transit ion 
(s, e, [I71 --~ Ylan] "'" [Yt --~ Ylal], (Ul,  I11, e,..., Yr ,  U~+l))- 
(3) For  a state s = (u 1 , Y1, uz, . . . ,  Y~, ur+l) and product ion p : Y1 --~ 
vtZ  t ... %~Z~v~+ 1 in ,(G0) , v~ in 2J*, Z~ in V --  27, m >/ 1, m + (r - -  1) ~ k, 
and either u t = e or uz = e, M has a transit ion 
(s, p,  f ,  (u tv t  , z l  ,..., v~ , z~,~ , v,~÷t,~ ,..., r~ , u,.÷t) ). 
(4) For  a state s -~ <ua, I71, u~ ,..., Yr ,  ur+l)  and a product ionp:  Y1 --~ v, 
}71 ~ S, v in 2J* in ~-(G0) , M contains a transit ion (s, p, z, s'), where 
(a) s' = (e )  for r = 1 and s' = (e, Y2 .... , Yr ,  ur÷l)  for r >/- 2, 
(b) z = [ Iq  ~ e] if ulvu 2 = e, and 
(c) if ulvu ~ = a 1 "" an,  ai in 2J, n >/ 1, then z = [Y1--~ a, Y1] "'" 
[Y1 --~ anY1][Y1 ~ e] for I/-1 lse and z = [I/'1 --~ Yzan] "'" [I71 -~ Ylal][Y1 --~ e] 
for Y1 rse. 
(5) I f  r(Go) contains an ad hoc product ion p: S -+ v, v in 27*, then M 
contains a transit ion ((e, S, e), p, [S --~ e], e] for v=e;  if v =a 1 . . .an ,  
n >1 1, then let Y be in V - -  27 - -  {S} and let M contain 
(@, S, e), p, [S ~ Y] [Y - -~ a tY ] ' "  [Y -+ anY J [Y -~ e], (e) )  for Y lse, 
and 
(<e, S, e>, p, [S ~ Y ] [Y  ~ Yar, ] "'" [Y  --~ Ya , ] [Y  --~ e], <e>) for Y rse. 
The proof that  L(Gt ,  M(C))  = L(r(Go) , C) is similar to the justif ication of 
the construct ion in Lemma 3.2 of (Greibach, 1977) and is omitted. | 
The  part icular construct ion above works only for lef t -der ivat ion-bounded 
grammars.  However,  other families of context-free languages have left universal 
grammars,  such as the family CO UNT of on-l ine one-counter languages. We 
leave it to the reader to verify that for any nonempty finite alphabet Z', the 
grammar  G with product ion set 
{S --~ X ,  S ~ XS} u {X  ~ aXX,  X --~ aX,  X ~ a [ a in X k9 {e}} 
is left universal for CO UNT and Z'. 
Thus  Theorem 3 raises the fol lowing questions. 
QUESTION 3. For  each nontrivial  context-free grammar G, is there a 
context free grammar  G o such that ~(Go)  = ~qP(G) = CONTROL(Nvs(Go)  , 
REGL)  ? I f  such a grammar exists, when can it be taken from N(G) itself ? 
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QUESTION 4. For each full principal context-free semi AFL  ~ ~,  and non-  
empty f inite alphabet Z, is there a context-free grammar which is left universal 
for S and 27 ? Is there a context-free grammar G o such that ~ ~ CONTROL 
(f#vs(a0), REGL ) ? 
These questions are related (but probably not equivalent) to the questions 
of when ~ can be expressed as CONTROL(f~s(G), REGL), and when £¢ is full 
principal characteristic n the sense of Greibach (1971). 
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